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We are excited to share with you our latest edition of Holy 
Family Writes. The children have been experimenting with 
different purposes for writing. Some classes have been brave 
writers as they created procedural text and powerpoint reviews.

Many classes have been holding a spotlight to information texts 
this term and pushing themselves as authors to include some of 
the features of creative and interesting information texts that 
they themselves have enjoyed reading.
 
We hope you and your family enjoy reading our latest edition.
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Year Five/Six
Parents should let their children play any video game they want to, because video games have things like 

times tables and adding and a lot more things, video games are fun. Video games can help you calm 

down if you’ve had a rough day or if you came back from school and you want to play entertaining your 

brain. 

How can video games help you learn? 

I believe that Video games can help you learn and such games like Minecraft. Minecraft helps you to 

think forward and challenges different parts of your brain.  

 

Maths games are really good because they can make learning more fun, especially when you don’t like 

maths. Minecraft can also teach you a lot of things like times tables dividing and a lot more. However 

video games can improve motor skills and promotes key social skill like leader ship and team building.

Video games help you calm down? 

 I believe that some Video games help you calm down. Video games can calm you down if you have a 

rough day or if you just came back from school and your very tired. Video games are engaging and 

enjoyable, which reduces stress. I believe that video games present a challenge and reward you for 

overcoming it, which leads to feelings of competence.

 

In my opinion, when you play video games and your being social it can help by improving your ability to 

cope with stressful things and it could also help alleviating the effects of emotional distress, promoting 

lifelong good metal health. 

 

I hope that I convinced parents that they should let their children play video games because it can help 

you learn, also help you calm down and it can help you be more social. Video games can also help 

improve the ability to cope with stressful things and it could improve motor skills and promotes key social 

skill like leader ship and team building. 

Dions 5/6EB 



Year Five/Six
Why Bubble tea is better than Soda 
“Soda for life!’ shouted my friends, “NO! bubble tea is better” I argued back, “What are you 
talking about? Soda is obviously better” my friend argued back “oh really, then want to bet?” I 
replied “sure” she said confidently. 

Hey! How about you? What do you like? 

Okay first, I chose bubble tea because they are sweet and amazing! Plus Bubble tea has 
Tapioca pearls (My favourite) and many different other toppings to go with your drink, also 
some toppings are chewy and just matches the taste. It just feels like heaven! 

“Heaven?!” yeah! But that’s not it, there’s more! 

Second, Bubble tea has many different flavours, so does sods of course but soda has those 
fizzy taste and it can be unhealthy for you, like I mean bubble tea is kind of unhealthy too since 
there is a lot of sugar, but at least it has ingredients that can be healthy. Anyways are you 
convinced that bubble tea is better than soda? No? yes? But don’t worry there’s more! 

Lastly, Bubble tea has ingredients like milk which is good and some tea to add flavour and 
toppings which is optional, and of course its sweet! Like who doesn’t like sweet drinks?! 

“me?, I don’t like sweet drinks” 

What! Let me get this straight, You don’t like sweet drinks, then that would mean you don’t like 
smoothies, milkshakes, slushies, like do I have a point? 

“oh yeah you do have a point...” 

Like who doesn’t like bubble tea? Oh wait its alright if you don’t like it but who doesn’t know 
it? Because if you don’t know what it is then have you been living under a rock? 

Anyways I really hope you are convinced, thank you for taking your time to read this. 

Lexie 5/6 EP



Year Five/Six

Why pineapple does NOT belong on pizza 

“Oo, who ordered pizza?!” 
“I did!” 
“Yum, I can’t wait-.... WHY IS THERE PINEAPPLE ON THE PIZZA?!?!” “Because it tastes good?... 
“HAVE YOU LOST YOUR MIND?!” 
“No?” 
“PINEAPPLE ON PIZZA IS ABSOLUTELY DISGUSTING!” 
“NO ITS NOT” 
“YES IT IS” 
“NO ITS- “ 
“Girls what’s with all the yelling?!” 

Do you really want your kids fighting about if pineapple belongs on pizza? 
If you don’t, read this right now and ill blow your mind with all my reasons why pineapple definitely 
does NOT belong on pizza. 

Firstly, it’s so obvious that pineapple definitely does NOT belong on pizza because it’s a fruit! Who 
in 

the world puts a fruit on a pizza! the pineapple just leaves pineapple juice all over the pizza which 
makes the pizza really sour and we all know that sour pizza is disgusting! The pineapple also 
makes the pizza really soggy and squishy, people might say “but pizza is already soggy” yes, 
sometimes pizza may be a little bit soggy but most of the time it’s not. 

Secondly, it’s disgusting that people think that pineapple belongs on pizza because it does NOT 
belong on pizza. The pineapple just doesn’t match with the texture of the pizza, it’s all squishy and 
slimy and sometimes you don’t even know when it’s coming because the pineapple is sometimes 

hidden under the sauce which is the worst surprise ever! 🤢  

Lastly, pineapple definitely does NOT belong on pizza because its disgusting! The pizza is savoury 
and the pineapple is sweet! You’re meant to eat sweet and savoury things separately not together. 
Sweet things are meant to be for dessert and savoury things are meant for a meal. Pineapple also 
does NOT belong on pizza because the pizza is nice, warm and delicious and the pineapple is 
cold which ruins the warmness! The pineapple juice is also cold so when you bite into it the cold 
and yucky pineapple juice goes all over your pizza! 

In conclusion, its concerning that people think that pineapple belongs on pizza because its gross! 
I hope that all my amazing reasons persuaded you why pineapple does NOT belong on pizza and 
That it stopped your kids from fighting about if pineapple belonged on pizza. Well goodbye, I’m 
going to go eat a nice ham and cheese pizza WITHOUT pineapple!! !  

Eva 5/6 EP
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Year Five/Six
Why Asian food is way better than fast food

 
Hi there! Today I’m going to prove to you people why Asian food is definitely better than fast food.
I thought people are talking too much about McDonalds and KFC and it’s just not right, so I’m 
going to convince you guys into choosing fresh, healthy and tasty Asian food instead.

Everybody knows that Asian food is way healthier than McDonalds and other fast foods. It’s 
without a doubt healthier because sushi for example has seaweed, rice, vegetables, and way 
more other healthy foods. McDonalds on the other hand has so many artificial colours and 
preservatives. Their cheese is artificial, their patties are artificial, their buns are artificial, their 
nuggets are barely made of meat, and so many other foods they have are artificial. 

Asian food is definitely the most delicious food you can ever get. The combination it has with other 
foods is so creative, sashimi and rice for example is super delicious. The cut of the salmon looks 
so cute especially on top of the cube of rice, and when you dip it in the soy sauce it tastes like 
heaven. McDonalds though is absolutely disgusting, the texture of the patty and bread tastes so 
cheap and gross. Their fries are plain, the burger itself is flat and looks like something you can find 
in the garbage.

Asian food is really good for the environment because it uses less plastic for the environment. 
Sushi hub for an example uses a cardboard little box to keep the sushi in and it does not make a 
difference in the taste. In sushi it also contains less animals because most sushi’s contain 
seaweed, rice, cucumber and a lot of other vegetables and it only uses one sort of meat in a roll. 

I hope you have listened very well and now realise that Asian food is way better than fast food, If 
this didn’t help you to realise that Asian food is better I’m sure there is definitely something wrong 
going on in your brain.

By Rafael 5/6JG
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